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摘要 

資訊科技(Information Technology, IT)對我們的生活與企業帶來極大的影響

與改變。在企業中，資訊科技經常扮演不同的角色，這些不同的資訊科技角色

(IT Role)可以自動化企業流程、支援決策制定、整合資源，甚至實現轉型與創

新，對於企業的決策帶來不同層面的影響。而我們從近年來新興的資訊科技─

大數據與人工智慧技術中，發現了不同於過去的新資訊科技角色。為了近一步

了解這個新角色，本研究選擇人工智慧應用之一的自動駕駛車作為研究案例。

本研究目的是探討自動駕駛車的資訊科技所扮演的新資訊科技角色；研究問題

包含 (1) 自動駕駛車的資訊科技如何影響駕駛決策制定 (2) 在決策制定過程

中，人與資訊科技分別扮演何種角色與職責。 

 

本研究採用多個案研究法，分為兩個階段。首先，為解構資訊科技的決策

制定流程，本研究依據決策理論與系統理論建構一研究架構。於文獻探討的章

節中，本研究根據過往文獻與案例，提出四種企業常見的資訊科技角色─

Automation、Supporter、Mentor與 Enabler，並將研究架構應用於以上資訊科技

角色以進行調整與驗證。接著，本研究選擇 Google (Waymo)與 Tesla作為自動

駕駛車的研究個案，並將研究架構套用於兩個個案研發的自動駕駛車。由於不

同的自動駕駛車研發理念與實現方式，Google與 Tesla自動駕駛車的資訊科技

分別扮演兩種不同的資訊科技角色─Autonomer與 Smart Automation，本研究進

一步比較所有資訊科技角色的研究架構結果，了解資訊科技角色的特性、影響

與適用的決策類型。 

 

自動駕駛的決策問題與環境與過去有極大的不同。為了實現安全的自動駕

駛，資訊科技需要的資料類型更加多元，除了傳統數位類型資料，也需要收集

周遭環境的 3D影像等資料；另外，由於決策從過去的靜態問題轉移到動態與

快速變化、擁有爆炸性資料與資訊的環境中，資訊科技需要更多的應變能力以

制定更即時與適當的決策。由於資料、決策問題與環境的改變，企業對於資訊

科技能力的需求也隨之改變，從自動駕駛車的個案中，本研究發現原本的資訊

科技角色(Automation、Supporter、Mentor、Enabler)並不具備能應對如此動態與

快速變化的決策問題與環境的能力，因而根據個案提出有能力實現動態即時決

策制定的兩種新資訊科技角色。 

使用人工智慧技術的 Google無人駕駛車扮演著 Autonomer的角色。資訊科

技角色 Autonomer能夠與外界進行互動，並且能夠不斷地追蹤、反饋與修正以

實現自我成長；此外，面對各種駕駛決策情境，也能夠在無人為干預的情況下

獨力完成駕駛決策的制定。資訊科技的學習能力是面對未知與難以預測的問題

的最大優勢，而 Autonomer的自我學習與決策制定能力也是與其他資訊科技角

色最大的不同之處。使用大數據技術的 Tesla自動駕駛車的 Autopilot系統扮演
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著 Smart Automation。資訊科技角色 Smart Automation擁有更進步的資料收集與

分析能力，能夠在動態與快速變化的環境中處理更為複雜的決策問題；此外，

面對各種駕駛決策情境，Autopilot系統能在駕駛人保持監督的條件下進行自動

駕駛以駕駛輔助的方式減輕駕駛人的負擔。最後，我們發現對於決策制定，資

訊科技不僅能扮演一個完全獨立的角色，也能夠扮演一個與人互補的角色。大

部分的人工智慧如同 Google無人駕駛車做為一個 Autonomer的角色，但同時更

多企業目前使用的資訊科技屬於 Supporter、Mentor與 Smart Automation以支援

或強化決策者的能力。 

 

本研究探討在自動駕駛過程中不同資訊科技角色如何影響決策制定，以及

駕駛人與資訊科技的角色與職責。並且從決策類型與資訊科技能力的角度，協

助決策者與使用者全面地了解每個資訊科技角色的特性與適用的決策類型。此

外，科技不斷在進步，本研究也提供一個了解各種資訊科技角色的基石，透過

本研究的研究架構與方法，協助企業與決策者了解不同資訊科技對於決策的影

響，本研究結果也能延伸應用於其他自動化、大數據與人工智慧相關領域，如

無人工廠、吾人航空載具、工業 4.0與金融科技(Fintech)。 

 

關鍵字：資訊科技、資訊系統、人工智慧、自動駕駛車、決策制定 
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Abstract 

Information technology (IT) has brought great changes to people and business. In 

various applications, IT plays diverse roles that can automate business processes, 

support decision-making, integrate resources, and enable transformation and innovation 

and brings the impacts on different aspect of decision-making in enterprises. However, 

with the emerging technology of big data and artificial intelligence (AI), there is a new 

role for IT. To understand this role, we chose the autonomous car, an application of AI, 

as a study case. The objective of the research is to understand the new roles played by 

IT in the autonomous car. We focused on two questions: (1) how IT impacts decision-

making in the autonomous car; and (2) what roles do IT and humans play during the 

decision-making process. 

 

This study applies a multiple case study in two phases. First, we built a conceptual 

framework, based on decision theory and system theory, to deconstruct the decision 

process of IT. To adjust and verify the framework, we applied it to actual cases and 

proposed IT roles of Automation, Supporter, Mentor and Enabler. Second, we applied 

the framework to the chosen autonomous car case studies, Google (Waymo) and Tesla, 

to explore the new role of IT in the autonomous car. Because of the different 

philosophies, there were two distinct roles played by IT in Google and Tesla’s 

autonomous cars, Autonomer and Smart Automation, respectively. We furthermore 

compared the frameworks of Google and Tesla, as well as the existing and new IT roles, 

explained the differences regarding the IT roles and decision types, and found out the 

applicable decision-making type of each IT roles.. 

 

Compared to the past, there were the great differences for the decision problems 

and environment of autonomous driving. To realize the safe autonomous driving, the 

data IT required became more diverse including non-text or non-digit data; besides, the 

decision-making also changed from static decision problems into dynamic and rapid 

decision environment with the explosive data and information that IT required more 

resilience to make decision.  

Due to the changes of the data, decision problems and environment, the demand 

for IT capability also changed. From the cases of the autonomous car, we found the 

original roles including Automation, Supporter, Mentor and Enabler was not enough – 

they did not possess the capability to make the dynamic and instantaneous decision. 

Therefore, we proposed two new IT roles – Smart Automation and Autonomer in this 

research that these two new IT roles which were applicable to the dynamic and 

instantaneous decision-making. 
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The computer of the Google driverless car using AI technology acted as an 

Autonomer that was responsible for interacting with the surroundings and being self-

growing with continuous tracking and adjustment; furthermore, under driving decision 

circumstances, this computer could assume the entire decision-making process without 

human intervention. The self-learning and decision-making ability of Autonomer is the 

characteristic most different from other IT roles; additionally, the learning ability was 

the greatest strength for dealing with unknown and unpredictable circumstances.  

The Autopilot system of the Tesla self-driving car, leveraging big data technology, 

acted as a Smart Automation that could process more complex decision problems in the 

dynamic environment with the advancement of data collection and analysis ability; 

furthermore, under the driving decision circumstances, the Autopilot system of the 

Tesla self-driving car could temporarily take over the driving control to decrease the 

driving burden and provide assistance to make driving easier. 

According to the research results, IT can not only play a totally independent role 

but also a complementary role. Most AI played the same IT role – Autonomer, such as 

the computer of the Google driverless car; meanwhile, much of the IT introduced by 

businesses acted as Supporter, Mentor and Smart Automation to assist and complement 

humans.  

 

This research provided a perspective for identifying how the different IT roles 

impact decision-making while driving an autonomous car and clarify the responsibility 

of humans and IT in the driving experience; moreover, from the perspective of decision 

problems and IT ability, it also provided a comprehensive and general understanding 

for realizing the characteristics of diverse IT roles and the applicable decision problems.  

 

Keywords: Information technology, Information system, Artificial intelligence, 

Autonomous car, Decision-making. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Research Background 

People make decisions every day and even every second, such as deciding how to 

go to work or which route to drive. If you were a company manager, you might make 

many managerial or strategic decisions. The emergence of information technology (IT) 

dramatically changed people’s way of life and business operations. Information 

technology enabled us to live more conveniently and work more efficiently.  

To date, each emerging technology has brought great change to people and 

business. Enterprises introduced automation technology to reduce labor and increase 

productivity. People could acquire the product or service at low cost because of less 

human cost and mass-production. With the popularity of the Internet, people could 

obtain information more easily than before. To recognize and respond to the rapidly 

changing needs of customers, enterprise regarded information technology as an 

important asset for supporting itself and becoming more efficient.  

As information technology changed from the motivation factor to the 

hygiene factor, it became an indispensable part of enterprise. Due to this situation, 

information technology accumulated many of the best practices from various industries. 

The best-practice-embedded information technology was a nice example for enterprises 

or individuals who understood less than information technology. In addition, the 

maturation or appearance of a new technology often accompanied innovation or 

transformation, because the barrier or the challenge could be handled due to advanced 

IT. For example, with the popularity of mobile devices and networks, the barrier to 

location-based service (LBS) was decreased and it became easier to provide relevant 

services. Based on the gradually completing infrastructure, more and more innovative 

business models were created and made profitable. 

According to Moore’s Law, chip performance doubles every 18 months (Moore, 

1998). With the emergence and progress of technology, IT linking with emerging 

technologies, such as sensors, cloud computing, big data and Internet of Things, can 

create a greater variety of applications; that is, the roles of IT become more diverse.  

For example, Rolls-Royce first created an innovative service business model: sell 

the “flight hours and maintenance service” rather than the engine. The sensors that were 

embedded in the aircraft engine collected and sent data back to Rolls-Royce Engine 

Health Management where it is continuously monitored by professional staff. With big 

data analysis and a cloud platform, Rolls-Royce could exactly monitor the engine health 

status and provide real-time notification and precise maintenance service to always 
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keep the engine in the best condition. The engine and aircraft information was also 

provided to the pilot to support decision-making such as the landing plan, maintenance 

plan or fuel plan.  

With the combining of these technologies, IT can collect more data and generate 

valuable information. The decision environment and condition also became more 

rapidly changing and unpredictable. Today, IT plays a diverse role that can help people 

to make rapid and precise decisions instead of only providing automation or support. 

Meanwhile, Gartner (2016) announced that artificial intelligence is one of the Top 10 

Strategic Technology Trends for 2017.  

A typical case was the autonomous car, which involved the application of artificial 

intelligence, navigation, sensors, automated control, cloud computing, big data analysis, 

Internet of Things (V2V and V2I), and required the most dynamic use of IT. To drive 

safely, the autonomous car collected data from sensors and the cloud; then, the 

computer (also called the “brain”) of the autonomous car had to process high-volume 

data and make high-velocity decisions in milliseconds to control the car. Compared to 

the previous applications in enterprises, the role of IT in the autonomous car is not only 

purely automated or supportive; a better ability to learn and determine was significant 

for autonomous driving. 

 

1.2 Research Motivation 

From the case studies of the autonomous car, we found that IT played a new role 

during autonomous driving. Not only is the role of IT in the autonomous car different 

from previous roles, there were also differences in this role between companies 

developing the autonomous car. 

In terms of research and development, we find that Google’s policy was different 

from that of other car manufacturers such as Tesla, BMW, and Toyota. Most car 

manufacturers reserved a steering wheel so that drivers could switch the driving mode 

from automated to manual at any time. However, Google’s autonomous car aborted the 

steering wheel, which meant that the Google autonomous car totally excluded humans 

from the driving decision-making process. 

Therefore, we started thinking. When artificial intelligence and other IT become 

more advanced, how does the role of “human” and “IT” transform during the decision-

making process? With the progress of artificial intelligence, would the role of humans 

be completely replaced by IT?  

Through the case of the autonomous car and the development of advanced driver 

assistance systems (ADAS), we hoped to explore the possible new role IT played, and 

the impact that big data and artificial intelligence (AI) technology had on businesses. 
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1.3 Research Objectives and Questions 

The objective of this research was to understand the new roles played by IT in the 

autonomous car. We focused on the various IT roles in existing cases and the 

autonomous car and its impact on the decision process, and how we choose the 

appropriate information system to help make a quick decision. 

 

The key questions are as follows: 

• How does Information Technology impact decision-making in the autonomous 

car?  

• What roles do Information Technology and humans play during the decision-

making process? 

 

1.4 Research Plan and Flow 

To understand the new roles played by IT in the autonomous car, we intended to 

build a framework to help deconstruct the IT decision-making process, apply it to actual 

cases and discuss the diverse IT roles. The research plan and flow are shown in Figure 

1. 
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Figure 1. Research Plan and Flow 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

To understand the new role that IT played in the autonomous car and how IT 

affected decision-making, we reviewed the literature concerning decision-making, 

information technology and the autonomous car, and built a research framework. The 

relationships among the required literature was shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. The Abbreviation of Literature Review 

2.1 What is Decision-making? 

2.1.1 Decision-making and the Process 

Decision-making refers to a process in which, for a certain problem, people 

generate multiple alternative solutions, and choose the best solution in terms of criteria 

to analyze, judge and implement to achieve a certain goal (Drucker, 1968; Adair, 1973; 

Simon, 1976; Robbins, 2002). In short, decision-making is a process to determine and 

implement the best solution to achieve a clear goal. 

There were many papers and studies that address the decision-making process and 

model, as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Decision-making Process 

Researcher (year) Decision-making process 

Adair (1973) 

Define the objective 

Collect relevant information 

Generate feasible options 

Make the decision 

Implement and evaluation 
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Drucker (1968) 

Define the problem 

Analyze the problem 

Develop alternative solutions 

Find the best solution 

Implement the decision 

Robbins (2002) 

Identifying a problem 

Identifying decision criteria 

Allocating weights to the criteria 

Developing alternatives 

Analyzing alternatives 

Selecting an alternative 

Implementing the alternative 

Evaluating decision effectiveness 

Simon (1976) 

Intelligence 

Design 

Choice 

Implementation 

Review 

 

According to the above table, we find that different researchers proposed different 

processes for decision-making, but there were still similarities among the processes. 

After reviewing the table, we concluded that the major steps in decision-making were: 

defining the problem, generating alternative solutions, choosing the best one and 

implementation, which we will mention again later. 

 

2.1.2 Decision Type 

Hoch, Gunther, & Kunreuther (2004) stated that humans and machines had 

different strengths and weakness in various domains. In addition, with the assistance of 

machines, the weaknesses of humans can be gradually eliminated. Thus, when it came 

to designing a decision information system, it was important to clearly define the 

division of labor between IT and humans. 

There were many aspects to a decision, such as decision problem, decision 

environment, and decision maker. Therefore, before discussing information technology, 

we first classified decisions based on different aspects including the decision problem 

and decision environment, which are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. 
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Table 2. Types of Decision Problems 

Aspect Type Illustration 

Structure 

Level 

Structured 

The decision problem is routine and repeated. 

There is a clearly defined procedure or SOP to 

process the problem. 

Semi-

structured 

The decision problem simultaneously has 

characteristics of a structured and unstructured 

problem. Parts of the problem are structured and 

have a clear procedure, but other parts are not. 

Unstructured 

The decision problem is non-routine and even non 

-referable to experience. Decision-makers must 

judge, assess or analyze the problem by 

themselves. 

Function 

Level 

Operational 

The decision maker is typically the basic level 

staff and the decision problem is related to regular 

tasks or transactions, which are routine and 

structured. 

Managerial 

The decision maker is typically a middle manager 

and the decision problem is related to managerial 

tasks such as department planning, performance 

tracking and control. 

Strategic 

The decision maker is typically a high-level 

manager and the decision problem is related to the 

strategic planning of the entire unit, which is 

unstructured. 

Predictability 

Predictable 

The decision problem is regular and traceable. 

Decision makers can predict or find the problem 

and its alternatives according to the past. 

Unpredictable 

The decision problem is not regular and difficult 

to anticipate. Decision makers have difficulty in 

constructing a solution based on the past. 

Scope 

Micro 

The decision problem is related to part of the unit 

such as a certain department of the company. The 

micro decision is typically regular, short-term and 

with lighter influence. 

Macro 
The decision problem is related to the entire unit 

such as the entire organization. The macro 
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decision is typically strategic, long-term and with 

stronger influence. 

Table 3. Types of Decision Environments  

Aspect Type Illustration 

Condition 

Certain 

The condition and result of decision alternatives 

are certain and known. There is only one result for 

each alternative. Decision makers can acquire all 

the sufficient information and know the result of 

each alternative before deciding. 

With risk 

The condition and result of decision alternatives 

are known but with risk. There is more than one 

result for each alternative. Decision makers can 

acquire the possibility (risk) and know the possible 

result of each alternative before deciding. 

Uncertain 

The condition and result of decision alternatives 

are uncertain. There might be more than one result 

for each alternative, but each result and its 

possibility are difficult to completely obtain. There 

is much uncertainty during decision-making. 

Variability 

Static 

The variable and condition of the decision 

environment are fixed. In this environment, the 

decision problem is easy to predict and there is less 

variation. 

Dynamic 

The variable and condition of the decision 

environment are frequently changing. In this 

environment, the decision problem and variable are 

difficult to predict and more sophisticated. 

 

2.2 Information Technology and the Roles 

The information system (IS) referred to a collection of components that interacted 

to collect, filter, retrieve, process, storage, create and distribute information, which 

could help an organization and people to support decision-making and management 

(Laudon, & Laudon, 2012; Kroenke, 2015).  

What was the difference between IS and IT? According to the Information 

Technology Association of America, IT was defined as “the study, design, development, 

application, implementation, support or management of computer-based information 
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systems.” IT was a subset of the information system and includes hardware, software, 

data and a network. The components of IS included Information Technology, people 

and business processes (Silver, Markus, & Beath, 1995). That is, IT referred to the 

technology used to manage and process information and was the main role we want to 

research further in this paper. The relationships are shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. Information System and Information Technology 

 

Currently, IT plays an important role in enterprise. The application of IT can help 

enterprises to improve business processes and decision-making. According to the 

application cases of IT in enterprises, there were many classic IT impacting operation 

and decision-making such as automation, ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), MIS 

(Management Information System), BI (Business Intelligence), expert system, and so 

on (Laudon & Laudon, 2012). We studied abundant IT cases and related literatures, as 

well as the emerging technology introduced by enterprises such as artificial intelligence 

(Gartner, 2016)to furthermore sort and propose four types of IT roles: Automation, 

Support, Mentor, and Enabler. We introduced each role as follow and also summarized 

these roles in Table 4. 

 

2.2.1 Automation 

Automation referred to the process in which a machine could be automatically 

operated or controlled with minimal or reduced human intervention (Rifkin, 1998). In 

other words, automation replaced labor with a machine or IT to reduce human 

intervention, which was the first strategy Hoch, Kunreuther, & Gunther (2004) 

mentioned and is exemplified by an automatic ordering system. 

Laudon, & Laudon (2012) said that an information system enabled the steps of a 

business process to become automatic. Automation technology transformed from 

manual to automatic a process that had a standard operating procedure (SOP) or dealt 

with a structured, operational and predictable decision. Take an ATM for example, 

people can withdraw money from an ATM without a bank teller’s help. Automation can 
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increase productivity, improve precision and decrease human error. In other words, 

people spend less time in routine or repetitive work. 

 

2.2.2 Supporter 

IT was a useful tool that assisted people to make decisions faster and more 

efficiently and was considered the extension of a decision maker’s ability. The main 

purpose of Supporter type IT was to make up for a shortage of people and increase 

efficiency and quality instead of impacting the decision-making process itself (Hoch, 

Kunreuther, & Gunther, 2004). Moreover, the technology can transform information 

flow, allow more people to access and share information, and store and analyze more 

data (Laudon, & Laudon, 2012). With the assistance of an information system, a user 

can acquire the required information faster and acquire more faultless information. 

Enterprises introduced many decision information systems such as MIS, DDS, EIS, and 

business intelligence for different levels of decision makers to support the managerial 

and strategic decision-making. 

 

2.2.3 Mentor 

In section 2.2.2, we used an information system to make up for human deficiencies 

in thinking and data processing. However, with the accumulation of more information 

and knowledge, IT gradually understood more than people. The function and role of IT 

in this section was to improve the decision quality and decision-making process (Hoch, 

Kunreuther, & Gunther, 2004). 

Mentor type IT can actively provide the best practice or advice for a user to 

improve processes and decisions. That is, Mentor type IT educates its users on how to 

decide because it accumulated many useful data, such as the Amazon book 

recommendation engine, expert system and ERP. Mentor type IT is typically used by 

businesses to assist with making operational and managerial decisions. 

Compared to Automation and Support type IT, Mentor type IT would educate its 

users and enforce them to work according to its process. ERP, for example, widely 

absorbed much successful industrial experience and knowledge in industry. Based on 

this rich experience, ERP could actively tell a user to replenish umbrellas if the 

probability of precipitation would be over 60% and the inventory was less than 5. In 

short, Mentor type IT played the role of leading, and sometimes enforcing, businesses 

and people to improve their procedures based on its best practice. 

 

2.2.4 Enabler 

With the progress of technology, IT always played a role called enabler that could 
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make the impossible become possible (Davenport, & James, 1990; Hammer, 1990; Lin, 

D.-Q., 2010).  

As an enabler, IT could enable a change of process, management, product and 

service. IT had the ability to transform an organization such as in a business and 

decision process redesign, and facilitate innovation to realize a new service or business 

model instead of just providing support. 

In terms of different effect fields, we sorted two types of Enabler: Transformation 

Enabler and Innovation Enabler. 

 

Transformation Enabler 

IT could help enterprises transform their process, management, service and 

product in the organization, such as the business process reengineering (BPR), 

electronic enterprise. For instance, in 1990, enterprises redesigned their business 

process one after another. However, BPR was such a fundamental, radical, dramatic 

and critical task, that it was full of difficulty and risk (Hammer & Champy, 1994). 

Moreover, Davenport, & Short (1990) emphasized that both IT and business process 

redesign were important tools of business transformation. Although BPR contained 

high risk and high cost, with the assistance of ERP and its best practice, the feasibility 

and success rate of BPR increased. IT facilitated the transformation of enterprises and 

made them different. 

 

Innovation Enabler 

New or advanced IT often would transform the way enterprises operate and even 

drive the birth of a new business model (Laudon, & Laudon, 2012). Moreover, many 

service innovations were created by new IT (Lin, D.-Q., 2010). For example, Uber, an 

entirely new worldwide taxi service, was created based on the popularity of mobile 

devises and the Internet, local-based service (LBS) and the sharing economy. Another 

example was Pepper, an artificial intelligence robot. Cloud computing and advanced 

data analytic technology made robots smarter than ever. 

 

2.2.5 New IT Roles and Artificial Intelligence 

Why could IT bring various impacts and change? Because IT could replicate 

actions, produce valuable information, be embedded with best-practice, and integrate 

and connect resources. However, with progress, IT capability enlarged and could do 

more than that.  

In cases such as IBM DeepBlue and Google AlphaGo, IT attempted to think and 

act like humans – the long goal of AI was human-level intelligence (Shi, & Zheng, 

2006). Artificial intelligence (AI) referred to the intelligence that a machine mimicked 
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human mind to assist or make high-volume and high-velocity decisions. Therefore, AI 

could make decisions by itself without human intervention; in addition, the decision 

was typically unstructured, unpredictable, uncertain and dynamic. Compared to section 

2.2.1, where we discussed the first type, AI transformed a routine or operational task 

such as the automatic ordering system from manual to automation, which is called 

“Task Automation”. We can regard AI as “Decision Automation”. 

To think and act like a human, IT needed to master two abilities: (1) Problem-

solving ability - IT should know how to define the problem, collect and analyze data, 

generate alternative solutions and choose the most appropriate solution; (2) Learning 

ability - To address unpredicted problems, IT must be able to learn by itself based on 

historical data, that is, IT should be able to build a new model and understand how to 

predict and how to track the result to adjust its existing model or create a new one. 

Mentor type IT, for example, could actively advise people to replenish according 

to historical data; however, AI could further track the results to determine the influence 

factors that effected the accuracy and precision of the decision and generated the 

feedback to the system to adjust the existing model and precisely predict subsequent 

problems. Therefore, AI had the ability to predict, track and adjust, unlike previous IT. 

In this section, we proposed the above five IT roles and shown in Table 4. To 

clarify the new IT role and impact on decision-making related to AI technology, we 

took the autonomous car as the study case. Autonomous car, which adopted the AI 

technology, was an emerging research field to realize the autonomous driving. From 

the cases of autonomous car, we found the decision-making scenario and environment 

became rapid-changing and dynamic which was different from what enterprises met in 

the past and the requirement of IT ability was also changing. Therefore, we reviewed 

literatures about autonomous car’s system and decision-making in next section to 

understand how the decision problems and environment changed, as well as how the IT 

of autonomous car address the decision-making. 
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Table 4. The Characteristics and Impact of the Existing IT Roles 

Type Illustration Purpose Impact on business process 
Decision 

characteristics 

Automation 

IT can replace labor with  

machines for repetitive tasks 

 Increase productivity 

 Reduce labor 

 Decrease human error 

 Reduce labor 

 Increase productivity 

 Improve quality, accuracy 

and precision 

 Repeated 

 Structured 

 Operational 

 Predictable 

Supporter 

IT is a useful tool that 

assists people to make 

decisions faster and more 

efficiently 

 Make up for the shortage of 

people 

 Increase efficiency and 

quality 

 Enable storage and 

analysis of more data 

 More people can access 

and share data 

 Semi-structured 

and Unstructured 

 Managerial and 

Strategic 

Mentor 

IT can actively provide the 

best practice or advice for  

users to improve processes 

and decision 

 Enhanced by the best-

practice 

 Provide better advice 

 Educate the user to be better 

 Provide the best practice 

 Educate the user to work 

in a better way 

 Structured and 

Semi-structured 

 Operational and 

Managerial 

Enabler 

New or advanced IT makes 

the impossible become 

possible 

 Implement transformation at 

a lower cost 

 Create a new model 

 Transformation enabler 

 Innovation enabler 

 Organization 

aspect 

 Innovation aspect 

Artificial 

Intelligence 

IT can make decisions by 

itself without human 

intervention 

 Make the high-volume and 

high-velocity decision 

 Shorten the time of 

decision-making 

 Process the high-volume 

and high-velocity decision 

 Unstructured 

 Unpredictable 

 Uncertain 

 Dynamic 
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2.3 Autonomous Car 

2.3.1 Introduction of the Autonomous Car 

The autonomous car, which is also called a self-driving, driverless or robotic 

vehicle, referred to a machine car using multiple car sensors, such as infrared radar and 

GPS, to perceive the surrounding driving conditions and send data to the master 

computer to autonomously make decisions, such as adjusting the speed or direction. In 

other words, the autonomous car was a car driven by a machine. 

In 2016, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) adopted 

the driving automation levels defined by SAE International (Warrendale, 2016). The 

six levels and their definitions are shown in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. SAE J3016™ Levels and Definitions 

Level Level title Definition 

0 No Automation 

The full-time performance by the human driver of 

all aspects of the dynamic driving task, even when 

enhanced by warning or intervention systems. 

1 Driver Assistance 

The driving mode-specific execution by a driver 

assistance system of either steering or 

acceleration/deceleration using information about 

the driving environment and with the expectation 

that the human driver performs all remaining 

aspects of the dynamic driving task. 

2 Partial Automation 

The driving mode-specific execution by one or 

more driver assistance systems of both steering 

and acceleration/deceleration using information 

about the driving environment and with the 

expectation that the human driver performs all 

remaining aspects of the dynamic driving task. 

3 
Conditional 

Automation 

The driving mode-specific performance by an 

Automated Driving System of all aspects of the 

dynamic driving task with the expectation that the 

human driver will respond appropriately to a 

request to intervene. 

4 High Automation 

The driving mode-specific performance by an 

Automated Driving System of all aspects of the 

dynamic driving task, even if a human driver does 
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not respond appropriately to a request to intervene. 

5 Full Automation 

The full-time performance by an Automated 

Driving System of all aspects of the dynamic 

driving task under all roadway and environmental 

conditions that can be managed by a human driver. 

(Reference: SAE International, 2016) 

 

The biggest difference was encountered between Level 2 and Level 3. From Level 

0 to Level 2, a human was mainly responsible for monitoring the car driving, whereas 

in Level 3 to Level 5, the autonomous driving system was responsible for monitoring 

the car. Currently, car manufacturers such as Mercedes-Benz, Audi, and Ford have 

launched commercial cars reaching Level 2. 

 

2.3.2 Information Technology of the Autonomous Car 

The overall system of the autonomous car could be divided into the following three 

modules: (1) Perception module: perceived and collected the environment data and 

position data. (2) Decision module: analyzed the data and made decisions on how to 

drive the car. (3) Control module: controlled the car with the steering, accelerator, 

brake and gearbox according to the decisions from the computer (Tettamanti, T., Varga, 

I., & Szalay, Z., 2016; Paden, B., Čáp, M., Yong, S. Z., Yershov, D., & Frazzoli, E., 

2016). The modules and process are shown in Figure 4. 

Perception module was similar to the eyes and ears of the autonomous car, 

responsible for perceiving and collecting the environment data and position data. The 

IT of the perception module included environment perception and positioning 

technology. Environment perception technology was used to identify the surrounding 

conditions and collect data as the basis for decision-making. It collected the local car 

data with the embedded sensors and cameras and global environment data from the 

cloud, V2V (Vehicle-to-Vehicle) and V2I (Vehicle-to-Infrastructure) technology. 

Position technology including GPS and mapping service was used to determine the 

car’s location, which was the critical basis for route planning and mission planning. It 

acquired the map data and the real-time position of the car (Narla, 2013; Lutin, 

Kornhauser, & Masce, 2013). 

Decision module was the brain of the autonomous car, responsible for analyzing 

data and making decisions on how to drive the car. There were two stages in the 

autonomous car’s decision-making, mission planning and behavior decision. Mission 

planning technology performed the global thinking on how to complete a mission such 

as going to the destination and parking the car. Route planning technology was the basis 

for implementing automatic driving, which found a non-collision route in the 
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environment with obstacles from initial status to target status. Behavior decision, 

another stage of decision, was responsible for deciding the next action based on the data 

collected by perception technology, and for controlling the car 

Control module, also known as the hands and feet of the autonomous car, was 

responsible for controlling the steering and accelerator according to the decision from 

the decision module. 

 

 

Figure 4. The Module and Decision Process of the Autonomous Car 

 

2.3.3 Decision-making of the Autonomous Car 

The Data and Environment of Autonomous Cars 

Driving on the road was a constantly moving process, and the autonomous car had 

to make ten decisions per second, deciding whether it should change direction or adjust 

the speed (Google, 2015). Therefore, the system environment of autonomous driving 

was dynamic (rapid-changing), unpredictable and open so that during processing the 

system must consider the external factors or interact with external objects. The decision 

was unstructured and full of uncertainty.  

The key which drove autonomous car being progressive included the 

sensor/detector, Internet and AI technologies. The advancement of sensor/detector and 

Internet technology significantly increased the range and accuracy of data collection of 

the perception module, whose quality greatly affected the information and decision 

quality (Laudon & Laudon, 2012); meanwhile, the advancement of AI technology 

promoted the velocity and accuracy of decision-making od the decision module and 

made the car become smarter. (Fu, 2016) 

The detectors of the autonomous car sampled data points thousands of times per 

second to acquire the most real-time data (Lutin, Kornhauser, & Masce, 2013). 

Essential data included position and environmental data from the devices of the car and 

the cloud, which we listed in Table 6.  

The main data resources of autonomous car included sensors/detectors and 
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V2V/V2I via Internet. With the current technology, because it was difficult to make all 

cars be equipped with V2V/V2I technology, the cars could not communicate with each 

other and could only mainly depend on the sensors/detectors. To increase the accuracy 

of environment perception, autonomous car was embedded with multiple types of 

sensors/detectors, including LIDAR, Radar and camera technology. 

LIDAR, the abbreviation for light detection and ranging, was the master of 3D 

mapping, and applied to the rotatable detector installed on the roof of the car to measure 

the distance to the target or construct the 3D image by injecting a pulsed laser light and 

measuring the reflected pulses to determine the current location and situation of the car. 

Similar to the principle of LIDAR, Radar, the abbreviation for radio detection and 

ranging, was responsible for the motion measurement to determine the range, angle, or 

velocity of objects, and applied to the sensors installed in the car to understand the 

surrounding and construct the road situation around the car by injecting a radio wave. 

Compared to the above two technologies, camera was the cheapest detector of the car. 

Cameras could collect the image and can see the color. (Santo, 2016; Wang, 2016) From 

above, we found that it was greatly different from the past, the data type was not only 

the text or the digital type, but also included the pixel, image, 3D mapping, and so on. 

The data type had changed – from the single dimension into multiple dimension, and 

the data process and analysis also became more complicated. In addition, the data size 

was larger. Because of the diverse data variety and volume, the data and decisions of 

the autonomous car were exactly a type of big data that was high-volume, high-velocity, 

high-variety and high-veracity. 

 

Table 6. The Data of the Autonomous Car 

Type Data source Data 

Position data 

GPS Position 

Mapping service Global map 

Environmental 

data 

Detectors 

(sensor, camera, radar, 

etc.) 

Surrounding objects 

V2V Other cars’ behaviors 

V2I 
Traffic conditions, such as parking 

lot, toll, road condition 

 

The Decision Circumstances of Car Driving 

The following table shows the common driving scenarios and decision 
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circumstances. The driving scenarios were divided into three categories including route 

planning, general driving and parking/reversing. There were three elements of driving 

decision that drivers frequently needed to make to control the car. The three elements 

were route, direction and speed. The column on the far right of the table showed how 

people make driving decisions without IT assistance. 

 

Table 7. The Common Driving Decision Circumstances 

Driving scenario Route 
Directio

n 
Speed Driving without IT 

Route Planning 
Search the location of destination v   Look for the location by map 

Decide the route v   Decide the route by map 

General Driving 

Control speed   v 
Control the gas pedal for acceleration or 

the brake for deceleration 

Control direction  v  
Control the steering wheel to adjust the 

direction 

Dodge obstacles 
(Emergency) 

 v v 
Judge the appropriate distance to obstacles 
to adjust the direction or speed 

Maintain safe driving distance 

(Normalcy) 
 v v 

Judge the appropriate distance to other cars 

to adjust the direction or speed 

Continue driving in the right lane  v  
Pay attention to the instantaneous road 

conditions to control the driving direction 

Parking/ 

Reversing 

Search the parking place v   Look for a parking place while driving 

Decide the parking/reversing route v   
Decide the available parking/reversing 
route by review/side mirror and observing 

Parking/reversing  v v 
Control and adjust the speed and direction 

to match the route 

 

2.4 Research Framework 

In an information system, human and information technology were both acting in 

important roles. We intended to propose a research framework that could clarify the 

different roles that IT played during the decision-making process and the role that 

dominated the action in each step. We hoped to build a framework for deconstructing 

the information technology decision-making process. 

 

2.4.1 Introduction of Research Framework 

Therefore, according to system theory and decision theory, we designed the 

following framework to deconstruct the role that IT and humans played during the 

decision-making process. The upper process of the framework was based on Drucker’s 

(1968) decision-making process. The lower one was based on the IPOF model of 

system theory including input, process, output and feedback stages. We subdivided step 

(2), develop alternative solution, into four sub-steps including and one feedback 

component. The framework was illustrated as follows and shown in Figure 5 and Table 

8. 

(1) Define the problem: who initiates and identifies the problem? 
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(2) Develop alternative solutions: who thinks and obtains solutions? 

i. Collect data (input): who collects the required data? 

ii. Analyze data and produce information (process and output): who 

processes data and produces useful information? 

iii. Generate solutions: who generates solutions? 

iv. Feedback: the data or information that is input again from any one steps. 

(3) Find the best solution: who chooses and makes the decision? 

(4) Implement the decision: who enacts the selected solution? 

Figure 5. Research Framework: Deconstruction of Decision Process and Role 

 

Table 8. The Description of the Research Framework 

Decision-making 

process 
IPOF process Illustration 

Define the Problem - Who identifies the problem? 

Develop Alternative 

Solutions 

Collect data Who collects data? 

Analyze and produce 

information 

Who processes and produces 

useful information? 

Generate Solutions Who generates the solution? 

Find the Best Solution - Who makes the decision? 

Implement the Decision - Who takes action? 

 

2.4.2 Application and Verification of Research Framework with IT Roles 

In section 2.2, we classified four IT roles, all of which would affect decision-

making during the process except the Enabler. Why we excluded Enabler? Enabler type 

IT always brought up the organizational changes and hardly directly impacted the 
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decision process; therefore, we only discussed the other three IT roles and their 

framework later. Then, we applied the framework to the IT roles, including Automation, 

Support and Mentor type IT, to clarify the dominant role of each step of the decision-

making process and compare the differences among diverse IT roles. Recalling the 

components of the information system we mentioned in section 2.2, the dominant role 

was played by either IT or humans who used the IT and belonged to the same 

information system. 

 

Automation type IT 

With Automation type IT, people built the criteria for IT to understand how to 

decide and operate, and programmers implemented them in the program so that IT could 

execute the code to automatically operate or decide. Therefore, with the deconstruction 

of Automation type IT, we could see IT proceeding with the decision-making process 

based on human thought. There were many practical examples such as an automatic 

ordering system or an assembly line. 

 

Figure 6. The Framework of Automation Type IT 

 

Supporter type IT 

Supporter type IT supported people to make a decision by processing data and 

generating valuable information, but people still decided by themselves. With the 

deconstruction of Supporter type IT, we found that humans dominated most of the 

decision-making process, and Supporter type IT only assisted the data collection and 

analysis. Currently, most of the IT used in enterprise performs this role, assisting people 

to do better. There were many practical examples such as business intelligence, MIS 

and DDS. 
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Figure 7. The Framework of Supporter Type IT 

 

Mentor type IT 

Mentor type IT, which accumulated many historical and useful data, could actively 

define the problem and provide the optimal options or advice to make people perform 

better, and could even identify the problem before people were aware of it. With the 

deconstruction of Mentor type IT, we found that IT generated the solutions (or the 

options) for people based on abundant historical data, and people only needed to follow 

the IT and choose the preferred solution. There were many practical examples such as 

ERP, expert system and recommendation system. 

 

Figure 8. The Framework of Mentor Type IT 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

3.1 Research Design 

The objective of this paper was to understand the new roles played by IT in the 

autonomous car. To answer the research questions, the research process included the 

following steps: (1) Framework development: developed a framework to deconstruct 

the decision-making process of IS and clarified the responsibility of humans and IT in 

each step; (2) Multiple case study: applied the study to the framework and understood 

the possible new role IT played in two autonomous car case studies and the difference 

of the role between them; and (3) Conclusion building: established a final conclusion 

that could enable the academic result to be applied in practice. We also summarized the 

research process in Table 9. 

 

Framework development 

First, we wondered how IT impacted decision-making in the autonomous car, 

which was the first research question. To clarify the relationship between decision-

making and IT, we reviewed the literature regarding decision-making, IT and the roles 

in section 2.1 and 2.2. Moreover, we also sorted the existing roles in industry including 

Automation, Supporter, Mentor and Enabler and listed their impact on business and 

decisions in section 2.2. Then, we explored the second research question – what was 

the role that IT and a human played during the decision-making process?  

In terms of the two research questions, we built a framework based on decision 

theory and system theory. The objective of the building framework was to provide a 

tool to deconstruct and analyze the decision process of IS. Then, we verified and 

adjusted the research framework with the existing IT roles in section 2.4.2. Originally, 

people were able to decide depending only on themselves, that is, people entirely 

dominated each step of the decision-making process. However, with the assistance of 

IT, the entity that dominated the steps of the decision-making process might differ. For 

instance, in the framework of Supporter type IT, IT played the dominant role in 

collecting data, and the human had the dominant role in generating solutions. 

By means of the framework, we could clearly see the dominant entity in each role 

and how IT impacted the decision-making process compared to the original decision 

process, which was totally dominated by the human. 

 

Multiple case study 

The qualitative case study method provided a tool for researchers to study 

contemporary and complex phenomenon within a real-life context (Baxter and Jack, 
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2008). The case study method was applied to research with the following characteristics: 

(1) the format of the research question focused on “how” and “why”; (2) researchers 

hardly manipulated the behavior involved in the study; (3) the contextual conditions 

should be covered in the study because they are relevant to the phenomenon.; (4) the 

boundaries between phenomenon and context were not clearly evident (Yin, 2009). In 

addition, with multiple cases, we could explore patterns of similarity or difference 

among the cases. 

This research was aimed at probing how IT impacted decision-making and the role 

IT played in the autonomous car, although there were few discussions of the topic in 

the literature. Due to the above characteristics, we chose and applied the case study 

method as the primary research method of this paper and design. By multiple case 

studies, we wanted to understand the role IT plays in two types of autonomous cars and 

the difference between those roles; moreover, we combined the literature and historical 

cases in section 2.2 and section 2.4.2 to further compare and discuss the diverse IT roles. 

 

Conclusion building 

The final step of the research was to establish a final conclusion that could enable 

the academic result to be applied in practice. We intended to define the new IT role in 

the Google driverless car and Tesla self-driving car and to compare the difference 

between those roles. 

Table 9. The Research Process and Design 

Step Objective Approach 

Framework 

development 

Deconstruct the decision-

making process of IS and 

clarify the dominant role of 

each step. 

Review literature and build the 

decision-making process 

framework based on decision 

theory and system theory. 

Multiple case 

study 

Understand the role IT plays 

in two types of autonomous 

cars and the difference 

between those roles. 

Contextual analysis of the Google 

driverless car and Tesla’s self-

driving car regarding the roles and 

relationship between human and 

IT. 

Conclusion 

building 

Establish a final conclusion 

that can enable the academic 

result to be applied in 

practice. 

Define the new IT role in the 

Google driverless car and Tesla 

self-driving car and compare the 

difference between those roles. 

3.2 Study Cases 

Companies participated in the research and development of the autonomous car in 
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increasing numbers. In terms of the industry and advantage, we divided those 

companies into two categories: technology company and car manufacturer. 

The autonomous car was composed of an “autonomous system” and “car body”. 

The technology companies had the advantage of technological ability and data. Google, 

for example, had the advantage of having user behavior data and road data from its 

network service and map service. Another example was Uber, which had the advantage 

of having passenger/driver behavior data and driving data from its transportation 

service. The various and numerous driving data were the key data for training the 

artificial intelligence of the autonomous car. 

By contract, the car manufacturers had the advantage of having car-related 

technology including automobile manufacturing technology and driving assistance 

technology such as advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). In addition, many 

autonomous car companies were being founded, which focused on the research and 

development of artificial intelligence and autonomous car technology. Due to their 

advantage, there was cooperation or acquisition among the various industrial 

companies, such as GM and Lyft, Ford and ARGO AI. 

We listed some companies that participated in the research and development of the 

autonomous car in Table 10. 

 

Table 10. The Companies Researching and Developing the Autonomous Car 

Industry Advantage Company 

Technology 

company 

Technological ability, 

information 

Google, Amazon, Baidu, Letv, Apple, 

Samsung, Uber, etc. 

Car 

manufacturer 
Automobile technology 

Tesla, BMW, Ford, Mercedes-Benz, 

Audi, Volvo, GM, Toyota, Nissan, 

NuTonomy, drive.ai, Mobileye, 

ARGO AI, etc. 

 

We took a close look at the research and development philosophy for each case. 

Most of the car manufacturers sought for a practical application that they hoped would 

progressively improve autonomous driving technology rather than directly develop 

fully automatic driving technology; thus, car manufacturers are currently aiming to 

preferentially develop partially automatic driving technology, which adopts 

incremental improvement of autonomous driving. 

We chose Tesla and Google (or called Waymo) as our study cases. Why we chose 

these two companies as the representative? Google was the first to start researching and 

developing the autonomous car in 2009 and kept the “driverless” philosophy which was 
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totally different from other companies; moreover, Tesla kept a research and 

development philosophy like most car manufacturers but was the earlier companies 

whose autonomous system was installed in their commercial car and actually used when 

driving on the road in 2014. 

Regarding the incremental improvement and “self-driving”, we chose Tesla for 

close consideration. Tesla focused on the self-driving system and its continuous update 

to meet commercial needs and emphasized a philosophy that allowed the driver to use 

Autopilot to drive the car but still had to continuously monitor the driving situation, just 

as a pilot monitored an aircraft on autopilot. In contrast, Google’s philosophy was 

totally different. Google eliminated all controls from people and pursued making it easy 

and safe for people and things to move around. It was oppositely focused on the 

“driverless” mode of autonomous driving and implemented a kind of disruptive design 

of the autonomous car (Hoag, 2015; Cunningham, 2016). 

From these cases, we found that the word “autonomous” had two meanings: self-

driving and driverless. “Self-driving” meant that the autonomous car could drive 

autonomously but there was still a driver; in comparison, “driverless" not only meant 

automatic driving technology but also emphasized that there was no driver. Because of 

the different philosophies and for the abovementioned reasons, we chose Google and 

Tesla, one of the car manufacturers, as our study cases. We summarized the differences 

in Table 11. 

Table 11. The Comparison of Study Cases 

 
Google / Waymo Tesla 

Autonomous 

type 

Driverless Self-driving 

Philosophy 

Google eliminated all 

controls from people and 

pursued making it easy and 

safe for people and things to 

move around. 

Tesla allowed the driver to use 

Autopilot to drive the car but still 

had to continuously monitor the 

driving situation, similar to a pilot 

monitored an aircraft on autopilot. 

Focus 
Car and Autonomous 

Driving System 

Autonomous Driving System 

Measure 

Disruptive Development 

(Manual → Full-automatic) 

Incremental Improvement 

(Manual → Partial-automatic → 

Full-automatic) 

Google and Waymo 

Google X, the predecessor of Waymo, was the Google driverless car project that 

was initiated in 2009. In December 2016, the driverless car department was independent 
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of Google and a subsidiary of Alphabet, which was Google’s parent company, and 

renamed Waymo (Etherington, & Kolodny, 2016). Waymo was an autonomous car 

development company, which took over the Google driverless car project. 

Initially, Google started a driverless car project called Google X, which was led 

by Google engineers and Stanford University’s Artificial Intelligence Lab, in 2009. 

They used the Google Street View Car for research and developed a driverless car. 

Moreover, they cooperated with Roush Industries, a car manufacturer in Detroit. 

Google was devoted to the fully self-driving car, and even emphasized “driver-

less”, because Google believed the partial-automatic driving mode may make drivers 

complacent, so that they might be unable to immediately switch back to the manual 

mode in an emergency (Chang, T. -Y., 2016). At first, Google equipped the cars with 

self-driving technology including Toyota Prius, Audi TT and Lexus RX450h (Lavrinc, 

2012). Due to the previously stated reason, in May 2014, when Google customized their 

own new prototype vehicle from the ground up, they removed some things from the car. 

There was neither a steering wheel, brake pedal, gas pedal nor a driver in the car. The 

only action the driver could perform was to start and stop the car by pressing a button, 

which was 100% autonomous. Google attempted to realize a real fully automatic car 

that operated without human intervention, and we focused on the innovative prototype 

as the study object.  

In 2015 June, the Google autonomous car became the first to complete the test of 

a self-driving car with no steering wheel, no braking and no gas pedal on general urban 

roads. According to the Google Self-Driving Car Project Monthly Report (Google, 

2016), Google’s fleet of 58 autonomous cars traveled a record monthly total of 170,000 

miles, 126,000 miles of which were autonomously driven. The test data on the Waymo 

official website showed that the Google driverless car had accumulated 3,000,000 miles 

driven on the road as of May, 2017 (Waymo, 2017, retrieved 2 June 2017, form 

https://waymo.com/ontheroad/). In 2017, Waymo introduced a new driverless car 

prototype with the Chrysler Pacifica Hybrid minivan and launched the Early Rider 

Program on its official website so that the public could apply for a test ride in the new 

driverless car (Waymo, 2017, retrieved 2 June 2017, form https://waymo.com/journey/). 

 

Tesla 

Tesla, founded in 2003, was the biggest automobile and energy company in 

America and its headquarters was in Palo Alto, California. Tesla produced and sold 

products including electric vehicles, solar panels, and energy storage equipment. In 

addition, the Tesla autonomous car was the first to be tested and driven on the road. 

Tesla improved their car and developed the neural network technology of self-driving 

artificial intelligence based on their road data and experiences. 
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Tesla focused on the self-driving car’s software instead of the entire car. Tesla 

Autopilot was the Tesla’s driver assistant software. By over-the-air technology (OTA), 

Tesla could wirelessly update software embedded in the Tesla electric car to add self-

driving features such as adaptive cruise control and lane departure warning. In other 

words, Tesla intended to simultaneously develop and apply Tesla Autopilot, which was 

first installed in Tesla Model S in 2014, and gradually perfected the self-driving system. 

In the process of design and development, Tesla required the driver to monitor the car 

all the time, similar to a pilot monitoring an aircraft on autopilot. In terms of this 

principle, the driver had a critical role in Tesla’s self-driving car. 

However, the first deadly crash involving a self-driving car occurred in May, 2016 

in the U.S.A, as the car was driving on a Florida highway. At the time of the accident, 

the Tesla Model S car was in the “Autopilot mode”. Due to the crash and subsequent 

disputes, Tesla and Mobileye ended their partnership in 2016. 

Up to 2016, approximately 90,000 Model S and Model X Tesla electric cars had 

Autopilot software installed and in use (Stewart, 2016). As long as the cars continued 

driving on the road, the Autopilot software could send data such as road conditions back 

to the Tesla database. Moreover, Tesla had the Autopilot system continuously learning 

and improving by big data analysis. It was as though there were 90,000 cars assisting 

the testing of the Tesla self-driving car. Moreover, Tesla Motors said that it expects to 

enable full self-driving by the end of 2017 (Ayre, 2017; Lambert, 2017). 

 

3.3 Data Collection 

In the cases of Google and Tesla, we hoped to explore the new roles played by IT 

in the autonomous car. Therefore, we reviewed much of the literature about decision-

making, information technology and the autonomous car in chapter 2. To answer the 

research questions, we aggregated some prior studies and studied the business cases 

from various online resources including official websites, newsletters, magazines, 

technology-related websites, and so on. Using abundant and different online resources, 

we intended to acquire data from diverse views of the autonomous car and the cases to 

increase the reliability of the data, as well as to comprehensively realize the system 

operation mode, cases and their usage scenarios. 

The required data of the cases included (1) the IT of the autonomous car including 

use case and decision process; (2) the driving mode of the autonomous car, such as 

partial or fully automatic driving, and the interactions between the car, IT and people. 
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3.4 Data Analysis 

First, before applying the research framework to deconstruct the decision process 

of autonomous car cases, we initially drew the use case diagram based on the usage 

scenario to understand how people interacted with the IT of the autonomous car and to 

determine the IT-related driving decision. Second, similar to what we did in section 

2.4.2, we applied our framework to two cases according to their use case diagrams to 

deconstruct the decision process of the autonomous car. From the results of the 

framework, we could apparently observe how IT and AI impacted the decision process 

during driving. 

After acquiring the framework results of Google and Tesla, we compared the two 

frameworks to understand what IT did and the impacts in each decision process, and 

proposed the new IT roles of Google and Tesla’s autonomous car. Next, we aggregated 

and compared the frameworks of existing IT roles, which were mentioned in section 

2.4.2, and the frameworks of the new IT roles. Then, we explained the above differences 

regarding IT roles and decision type to clarify the differences and relationships of IT 

roles and their impacts on business and decision-making. We expected to view, classify 

and explain the results by the framework comparison and collation table. Furthermore, 

we would discuss the different types of autonomous cars and IT roles such as Smart 

Supporter and Autonomer, which were the new role names that we might propose 

according to the results.  
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Chapter 4 Results 

4.1 The IT Roles of the Study Case 

4.1.1 The Case of the Google Driverless Car 

Google was devoted to developing the fully self-driving car, and even emphasized 

“driver-less”, because Google believed the partial-automatic driving mode may make 

the drivers deconcentrated. The research and development of the Google driverless car 

included two types of vehicles, one of which was an existing vehicle such as a Toyota 

Lexus embedded with the autonomous driving system (Google, 2016), and another one 

was the original 2014 prototype of the Google driverless car without a steering wheel, 

brake pedal and gas pedal and only one button (Retrieved 14 May 2017, from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftouPdU1-Bo). The original driverless car 

prototype began road tests in 2015 and had accumulated 3,000,000 miles as of May, 

2017 (Retrieved 14 May 2017, form https://waymo.com/ontheroad/). To explore the 

driverless car without human intervention, this research focused on the latter Google 

driverless car. 

 

Use Case Diagram 

From the use case diagram of the Google driverless car shown in Figure 9, we 

determined that the Google driverless car realized level 5 (full automation) of the SAE 

J3016™ classification system in which IT possessed high autonomy ability. The main 

user of the Google driverless car was a passenger rather than a driver. Passengers could 

summon the car by their smartphone, and it would automatically drive to the passengers’ 

location. After getting in the car, passengers decided the destination and pressed the 

start button to enable the automatic driving. However, during the driving process, 

passengers did not need to pay attention to driving decisions and conditions, and could 

do something else such as resting and working. In an emergency, passengers could press 

the button to make the car safely stop in the shortest amount of time. In addition, the 

Google driverless car also provided useful information such as weather reports (Google 

self-driving car project, 2014, retrieved 20 April 2017, from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqSDWoAhvLU; TIME Magazine, 2015, 

retrieved June, 6, from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftouPdU1-Bo; Google self-

driving car project, 2015, retrieved 20 April 2017, from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCezICQNgJU; Waymo, 2017, retrieved 20 April 

2017, from https://waymo.com/). Among the use cases, three were related to driving 

decision circumstances: deciding on the destination, starting the autonomous driving 
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and stopping the car in an emergency. 

Moreover, three critical data sources were shown on the right-hand side of the use 

case diagram. The map service provided a map and location information to position the 

car and use for route planning before driving. The second data resource was detectors 

that collected numerous surrounding data in real-time for driving decisions. The last 

one was the road information including the real-time road conditions from the Internet 

and other vehicles. 

 

 

Figure 9. The Use Case Diagram of the Google Driverless Car 

 

Framework of the IT role – Autonomer 

Based on the above use case diagram, we could apparently observe that people did 

not make decisions during the driving process except for emergencies; therefore, even 

blind people could “drive” alone with a Google driverless car. 

We applied our research framework to the driving decision process of the Google 

driverless car and generated the result shown in Figure 10. In the beginning, the Google 

driverless car had to identify the decision problems such as how to move in the next 

milliseconds. Next, the Google driverless car collected and analyzed the data from 

cameras and detectors including the nearby objects/obstacles to generate action 

alternatives such as adjusting the speed, changing the lane or both. Then, it decided how 

to drive and control the car. At last, the action performance would be tracked by the 

Google driverless car to adjust the decision model for a better subsequent decision. The 

framework of the Google driverless car differed from Automation, Supporter and 

Mentor. In this framework, IT apparently dominated each step of the decision process. 
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According to the use case diagram, we could observe that users did not need to 

decide how to drive the car such as by changing the speed and direction. The Google 

driverless car dominated the entire driving decision process without any human 

intervention. The Google driverless car collected and analyzed data from the Internet 

and detectors and made decisions by itself in real-time to address dynamic driving 

decision circumstances. To handle unpredictable incidents that were not written into 

programs in advance, the IT of the Google driverless car required not only decision-

making ability but also self-learning ability, such as a human would. 

From the framework of the Google driverless car, there were two big differences 

compared to the other IT roles. One was being the “decision maker” such that IT could 

determine by itself without human intervention; and the other one was being the 

“learner” such that there was more feedback than ever before, which meant continuous 

tracking, adjustment and growth. That is, IT could not only independently build models 

based on historical data and human preference but also predict the unknown. Because 

of the learning ability and decision-making ability, the new IT role had a high-level 

autonomy for judging. This was the difference compared to “automation”; therefore, 

instead of classifying the IT role as one of automation, we define such an IT role as an 

“Autonomer” which means the IT possesses high-autonomy to learn and judge. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. The Framework of Autonomer Type IT 

(The topmost is the original framework, the lower two marked the ability of IT) 
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4.1.2 The Case of the Tesla Self-Driving Car 

In contrast to the Google driverless car which directly removed the driver from its 

design, Tesla aimed to develop the Autopilot, the driver assistance system, and 

gradually updated it to improve it until realizing fully automatic driving. Similar to the 

system’s name - Autopilot, Tesla regarded the fully automatic feature as the assistant 

approach to decrease the drivers’ burden instead of replacing the driver; therefore, 

during the self-driving process, drivers were required to pay attention to the driving 

conditions. 

 

Use Case Diagram 

The Autopilot system had many driver assistance features. We divided the features 

into two types – assistance and autopilot features. Regarding the assistance features, 

drivers could acquire abundant driving information such as the speed limit on the screen 

and configure whether to be alerted when a lane deviation, speeding violation or 

collision might happen, and even enable a single automatic action for emergencies such 

as automatic braking. With the assistance features, drivers were responsible for driving 

and needed to respond to an emergency.  

As for the autopilot (self-driving) features, drivers could enable the Autosteer 

function to make the car automatically control the speed to accelerate/decelerate and 

operate the driver’s wheel to change the lane. When parking, drivers could enable the 

Autopark function to automatically park and summon the car to drive to the driver’s 

location (Tesla, 2016, retrieved 1 May 2017, from 

https://www.tesla.com/zh_TW/file/autopilot-%E2%80%94-autopark, 

https://www.tesla.com/zh_TW/file/autopilot-%E2%80%94-autosteer, 

https://vimeo.com/151359414; Davis, 2017; Lambert, 2017).  

Table 12. Tesla Autopilot features 

Type Functions 

Assistance Speed limit warning 

Lane departure warning 

Side collision warning 

Automatic emergency braking 

Navigation 

Autopilot Auto Lane Change 

Autosteer (beta) 

Autopark (beta) 

Summon (beta) 

(Reference: Tesla official video, 2016; Tesla official website, 2017; Davis, 2017) 
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The use case diagram mainly focused on the autopilot features and driving-

decision-related use case. There were four self-driving functions: Autosteer, Auto Lane 

Change, Autopark and Summon. 

The main users of the Tesla self-driving car were drivers on the left-hand side of 

the below diagram. When driving on the highway, drivers could leverage the autopilot 

features. Drivers could enable the Autosteer function, which covered Level 2 (partial 

automation) to Level 3 (conditional automation) of the SAE J3016™ Levels, to make 

the car automatically control the speed or direction to continue driving in the right lane 

and at the appropriate distance from the car in front, and get on/off the highway under 

a certain condition. Drivers could also enable the Auto Lane Change function to change 

the lane by tapping the turn signal. In addition, drivers could enable the Autopark 

function to automatically park and the Summon function to make the car drive itself to 

the drivers’ location.  

Compared to the Google driverless car, Tesla’s self-driving mainly reached level 

2 of the SAE J3016™ Levels based on the big data and Internet of Things technology 

to realize driver assistance, such as automatically maintaining safe driving distances, 

and developed the functions toward level 3 and 4 of the SAE J3016™ Levels. Tesla 

currently develops the full self-driving features with machine learning technology and 

abundant driving data from the Autopilot system running on the road. Although Tesla 

had developed Autosteer, Autopark and Summon features, autonomous driving could 

still be executed in certain situations. 

 

Figure 11. The Use Case Diagram of the Tesla Self-Driving Car 
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Framework of the IT Role – Smart Automation 

Autopilot was an assistance-oriented system possessing many functions. Within 

the Autopilot system, we observed multiple IT roles played by different functions. For 

example, the Warning function acted as the Supporter to provide the speed limit, lane 

deviation and collision information to assist drivers to avoid danger. The Navigation 

function acted as Mentor to display the recommended route and lead the driver. 

The autopilot (self-driving) features could execute the self-driving mode in certain 

situations such as on the highway and required the driver to avoid some accidents 

during the driving process. Sometimes, the autopilot features that belonged to level 3 

(conditional automation) acted as Autonomer in certain situations. However, the level 

2 (partial automation) autopilot features played a role that was slightly different from 

the full autonomy IT role – Autonomer.  

 Therefore, we proceeded to discover what kind of IT role the level 2 Tesla 

Autopilot played. Automation? It resembled Automation but there was some difference. 

When it came to Automation, we defined it as the replacement of labor by IT to execute 

repetitive and monotonous tasks such as a check-in service or automatic ordering 

system. Because of the singularity of tasks, the decision and operation processes were 

easy to program. 

Furthermore, if we sorted the driving decisions into details, we could determine 

that the most frequent driving decisions were regarding how to move in terms of the 

driving speed and direction. For example, to dodge an obstacle in front, a driver could 

decelerate or switch the driving route.  

We could regard such driving decisions as a type of repeated task, but the most 

challenging and different point was the speed and accuracy of decision-making. 

Compared to normal Automation type IT such as a self-check-in service system, driving 

decision was extremely high-frequency. Moreover, to drive carefully, safely and 

accurately, it was necessary to collect as much as data as possible to make a 

comprehensive driving decision. 

Therefore, we applied our research framework to the autopilot features/system of 

the Tesla self-driving car and generated the result shown below. Taking the Autosteer 

feature as an example, in the beginning, the autopilot system had to identify the decision 

problems such as how to move in the next milliseconds. Next, the Tesla self-driving car 

collected and analyzed the data from cameras and detectors including the nearby 

objects/obstacles to generate action alternatives such as adjusting the speed, switching 

the lane or both. Then, it decided how to drive and control the car. The framework of 

the Tesla self-driving car resembled Automation, but it differed from Automation in its 

data collection and analysis ability for high-frequency decisions with big data 

technology. Thus, we called such an IT role “Smart Automation” which meant 
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Automation type IT with advanced data processing ability, instead of classifying it as 

pure automation.  

 

 

 

Figure 12. The Framework of Smart Automation Type IT 

(The above is original framework, the below marked the ability of IT) 

4.2 Smart Automation, Autonomer and the Autonomous Car 

Comparison of Automation and Smart Automation 

The biggest difference between Automation and Smart Automation was the data 

collection and analysis ability. Automation allowed manual work to be replaced by 

machine and IT, such as the self-check-in service in an airport; moreover, Automation 

was applied to highly repetitive and low-tech tasks, which were usually single and 

simple. By comparison, Smart Automation possessed more advanced data collection 

and analysis ability because of the maturity of big data and Internet of Things 

technology. With those technologies, Smart Automation could not only automate a 

single action but also process high-volume, high-velocity, high-variety and high-

veracity (4V) data to make instantaneous decisions under a more dynamic environment 

and execute the corresponding actions in real-time. For instance, by quickly analyzing 

the data from cameras and detectors, when the car deviated from the right lane, the lane 

departure warning system would alert the driver and even intervene in the driving 

operation. 

Due to its robust data collection and analysis ability, Smart Automation could not 

only act as a good Automation IT role but also an excellent Supporter and Mentor in 

different applications. In other words, the new IT role is possessed of a powerful 

downward compatibility to act in other IT roles and address the decision problems of 

Automation, Supporter and Mentor. 
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Comparison of Smart Automation and Autonomer 

It seemed Smart Automation was more powerful than ever, but Smart Automation 

still had its limitation, namely, the inability to handle unpredictable incidents, which 

was an important consideration in a highly dynamic environment. Smart Automation 

operated based on a program, and it is difficult to anticipate all possible incidents in 

such an ever-changing environment. If an unexpected incident occurred, Smart 

Automation may not be able to appropriately respond to it due to the limitations of the 

existing program. 

Autonomer was composed of two roles/abilities – Learner and Decision Maker. 

By comparison, Smart Automation was only a “programmed” decision maker. 

Autonomer emphasized “feedback”, which meant that IT could continuously adjust the 

module, model and program to improve itself based on the dynamic environments and 

different types of users. Because of the self-learning and self-adjustment ability, 

Autonomer was beyond the limitations of the existing programs for considering various 

unpredictable decision problems and incidents and increasing the security and 

reliability of the autonomous car. 

In conclusion, what was the relationship among the three IT roles? Automation 

made the manual routine operation or tasks become electronic or mechanical. Moreover, 

Smart Automation possessed the characteristics of Automation, and could additionally 

process big data and make instantaneous judgements. In fact, Autonomer also 

possessed the characteristics of Smart Automation, and could additionally self-learn 

and self-judge. Therefore, there was an evolutional relationship among Automation, 

Smart Automation and Autonomer with big data and artificial intelligence technology.  

 

Smart Automation, Autonomer and Autonomous Car 

Regarding the relation among the three IT roles (Automation, Smart Automation 

and Autonomer) and the autonomous car, according to the evolution from the original 

automobile to the fully self-driving autonomous car, there was a progressive 

relationship with technologies. The automobile was a classic example of Automation 

and made transportation easier without human power or animal force.  

The Autopilot of the Tesla self-driving car, which played the role of Smart 

Automation, leveraged the big data and Internet of Things technology to possess better 

data collection and analysis ability, which enabled IT (Smart Automation) to address 

more complex decision problems in a dynamic environment. Smart Automation played 

a complementary role that decreased the pressure and burden on the driver during the 

driving process. Smart Automation covered the SAE J3016™ Levels from level 0 to 

level 2, in which drivers were responsible for driving decisions. 

In addition to the big data and Internet of Things technology, the Google driverless 
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car, which played the role of Autonomer, additionally leveraged artificial intelligence 

and machine learning technologies to strengthen the learning and decision-making 

abilities, which enabled IT to play a dominant role, responsible for communicating with 

the environment during the driving decision process and realizing fully automatic 

driving. Autonomer covered the SAE J3016™ Levels from level 3 to level 5, in which 

the autonomous car and the car manufacturer were responsible for the driving decisions. 

In terms of technical aspects, programmers configured the condition and 

judgement criteria to tell Automation/Smart Automation type IT how to make decisions; 

by comparison, programmers designed the learning algorithm to teach Autonomer type 

IT how to learn to make decisions. 

Why did the new IT role emerge? The key reason was the two advanced 

technologies – big data and artificial intelligence technology. Big data technology 

enabled IT to realize instantaneous judgements in a dynamic environment. Artificial 

intelligence technology enabled IT to realize self-adjustment and judgement. Because 

of these technologies, IT could not only assist humans to make better driving decision 

but also gradually take over the decision-making responsibility from humans, as shown 

in Figure 13.. 

 

 

Figure 13. The Relationship between Automation, Smart Automation and the 

Autonomer 

 

4.3 Driving Decision Circumstances and IT Roles 

Next, we hoped to extend the discussion to other existing automobile-related ITs 

and their usage scenario of driving decision circumstances, and furthermore to 

determine what kind of role these ITs played under the certain driving decision 

circumstances. We collected the current common car-related IT from technology-

related articles and referenced the car technology research of the Automotive Research 

and Testing Center in Table 13 and sorted the ITs into the corresponding driving 

decision circumstances and IT roles in Table 14. 

Table 13. The Car-Related Information Technologies 
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Car-Related IT Illustration 

Speed Control IT automatically maintains a fixed speed for the 

car 

Automatic Emergency 

Braking 

IT intervenes to brake when the driver cannot 

promptly react to an emergency to avoid danger 

GPS IT can accurately locate the position by satellite 

Mapping service IT service provides the map images and may 

combine with other map-related services such as 

route planning, navigation 

Navigation IT can provide the suggested route and display 

the real-time route on the screen to navigate the 

driver 

Speed Limit Warning IT alerts the driver when the driving speed is 

close to or over the speed limit 

Collision Avoidance Warning IT alerts the driver when there are other objects 

too close to the car and can connect with 

Automatic Emergency Braking to promptly avoid 

a collision 

Lane Departure Warning IT alerts the driver when the driver inadvertently 

deviates from the normal lane 

Reversing Detection System IT alerts the driver when there are other objects 

too close behind the car 

Reversing Assist System IT displays the suggested reversing route on the 

screen and alerts the driver when a collision 

might happen 

Adaptive Cruise Control IT can automatically adjust the driving speed to 

maintain a safe distance with the cars in front 

(Reference: Automotive Research and Testing Center, 2016) 

 

In Table 14, the left-hand side showed the various driving decision 

circumstances, including the three main driving decision elements – route, direction 

and speed, and how people drive and make decisions without IT assistance. According 

to its function and the driving decision circumstances, we combined the car-related IT 

with the corresponding IT roles on the right-hand side of the table. From the collation, 

we obtained the following findings: 

 Automation usually executed the unitary function/action under a specific 

situation such as an emergent dodge and the stable speed on the highway. 

 Supporter was the most car-related IT role and assisted drivers to address 
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the driving decision in almost all driving circumstances. 

 Mentor was mainly used to provide suggestions and guide the driver to 

drive better. 

 Smart Automation not only collected more data and usually executed 

multiple function/actions but also required continuous monitoring of the 

surroundings compared to Automation. 

 Autonomer could properly address various driving decision circumstances 

as a human. 

 

The Automation type IT usually executed the single action under a certain 

situation. The Supporter type IT mainly provided information or real-time warnings to 

help drivers make accurate driving decisions to avoid danger in an emergency. 

Currently, car-related IT mostly tends to be Supporter type IT. Although the mechanical 

operation was well developed, IT required more flexibility to face a high-velocity 

driving decision in a rapid-changing driving environment. Because of the decision 

velocity requirement, the Automation type IT focusing on mechanism operation had 

difficulty dealing with this environment. Because of this, Smart Automation and 

Autonomer, which possessed big data analysis ability, emerged. In fact, these findings 

were consistent with the use of IT in many industries. 
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Table 14. The Driving Decision Circumstances and the IT Roles 

Driving scenario Route 
Directio

n 
Speed Driving without IT Automation Supporter Mentor Smart Automation Autonomer 

Route Planning 

Search the location of 

destination 
v   Look for the location by map  GPS   

Autonomous car 

Decide the route v   Decide the route by map  GPS Navigation  

General Driving 

Control speed   v 
Control the gas pedal for acceleration or the 

brake for deceleration 
Speed Control Speed Limit Warning   

Control direction  v  
Control the steering wheel to adjust the 

direction 
    

Dodge obstacles 

(Emergency) 
 v v 

Judge the appropriate distance to obstacles 

to adjust the direction or speed 

Automatic 

Emergency Braking 

Collision Avoidance 

Warning 
  

Maintain safe driving 

distance 
(Normalcy) 

 v v 
Judge the appropriate distance to other cars 

to adjust the direction or speed 
 

Collision Avoidance 

Warning 
 

Adaptive Cruise 
Control 

Continue driving in the 

right lane 
 v  

Pay attention to the instantaneous road 

conditions to control the driving direction 
 

Lane Departure 

Warning 
 

Parking/ 

Reversing 

Search the parking place v   Look for a parking place while driving    

Adaptive Cruise 
Control 

Decide the 

parking/reversing route 
v   

Decide the available parking/reversing route 

by review/side mirror and observing 
 

Reversing Detection 

System 

Reversing Assist 

System 

Parking/reversing  v v 
Control and adjust the speed and direction to 

match the route 
 

Collision Avoidance 

Warning 
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4.4 The Collation of Existing and New IT Roles  

The Overview of IT Roles 

In section 4.1, we analyzed the Google driverless car and the Tesla self-driving car, 

and discovered the emerging IT role – Smart Automation and Autonomer in the 

autonomous car. In section 4.2, we further discussed the relationship and differences 

among Automation, Smart Automation and Autonomer. In section 4.3, we extended the 

discussion from the emerging IT roles and the autonomous car to more car-related IT 

and the driving decision circumstances. In this section, we conclude and generalize the 

research results from autonomous car to general cases.  

In the literature review, we discovered three types of IT roles – Automation, 

Supporter and Mentor (the above three roles in Figure 14). With Automation type IT, 

people built the criteria for IT to understand how to make decisions and operate, and 

programmers implemented them in the program. In Figure 14, the framework of 

Automation mainly displayed the use case in normal execution conditions – the IT made 

decisions based on people’s thoughts. This approach enabled Automation type IT to 

replace labor with machines for repetitive tasks, such as the automatic ordering system.  

Supporter type IT was a useful tool that supported people to make decisions faster 

and more efficiently by processing data and generating valuable information. With the 

deconstruction of Supporter type IT, we found that humans dominated most of the 

decision-making process, and Supporter type IT mainly assisted the data collection and 

analysis, such as the largest search tool – the Google search engine. Mentor type IT 

could actively provide the best practice or advice for the user to improve processes and 

decisions. That is, Mentor type IT could educate its users how to make decisions 

because it accumulated a lot of useful data, such as ERP. 

Comparing Supporter and Mentor, the biggest difference between them was what 

generated the solution. With Supporter type IT, users leveraged the information 

provided by IT and obtained solutions to choose from; by contrast, Mentor type IT 

provided users the best solution based on the previous accumulated data, and users only 

decided whether to adopt it. 

Then, we discovered two emerging IT roles – Smart Automation and Autonomer 

(the below two roles in Figure 14). Because of the maturity and growth of big data and 

related technology, Smart Automation type IT could do more than before under a 

dynamic and rapidly changing environment. By combining Internet of Things and big 

data technology, Smart Automation type IT could realize a more comprehensive data 

collection, faster data analysis and higher accuracy decisions. Compared to Automation, 

Smart Automation type IT raised the speed of decision-making and operated a more 

complicated automation based on big data collection and analysis. In addition to Smart 
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Automation, Autonomer type IT possessed not only the same data processing and 

instantaneous decision-making ability but also the learning ability with machine 

learning and artificial intelligence technology. Autonomer type IT emphasized 

performance tracking and adjustment to make the model and decision become well 

without human intervention. The learning ability to address unpredictable decision 

problems was the largest strength of Autonomer that other type IT could not achieve. 

Figure 14 clearly showed the steps that IT impacted and indicated that IT was 

mostly used in data aspects, which was consistent with the previous findings of driving 

decisions and car-related technology. Due to the technology and ability, IT might 

possess downward compatibility, which meant that IT can act in other roles with the 

same technology or function. For example, Autonomer type IT, which possessed 

decision-making and learning ability, could also act as the Automation, Supporter, 

Mentor and Smart Automation and address their decision problems. Smart Automation 

type IT, which possessed big data processing ability, could also act as the Automation, 

Supporter and Mentor and address their decision problems. Mentor type IT, which 

accumulated abundant data and the best practices, could also act as the Supporter and 

consider its decision problems 

 

 

Figure 14. The Frameworks of all IT Roles 

 

The Interaction and Responsibility of Human and IT Roles 

The interaction between humans and IT did not involve Automation and Smart 

Automation type IT. Both types merely executed the program that automated all the 

routine operations. For Supporter and Mentor type IT, there was a one-way interaction 

between humans and IT. Concerning Supporter type IT, users had to actively tell IT 

what type of data or information they needed and IT outputted information to support 
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the users’ decision, so the interaction was activated by humans. Regarding Mentor type 

IT, IT actively provided users the best suggestion based on the accumulated historical 

data and abundant best practices to lead users to better and more efficient decisions, so 

the interaction was activated by IT. The only IT role with a two-way interaction was 

Autonomer type IT, because of its self-learning characteristic. IT first learned from the 

data abundantly created by humans and humans could give feedback such as their 

preferences to improve the model and decisions. 

In fact, each use of IT was a type of automation. Automation emphasized the “task 

automation” and there was no interaction between humans and IT that IT independently 

execute the program during the whole process. Supporter achieved the “data-processing 

automation” and there was a one-way interaction between humans and IT that humans 

had to instruct what kind of information they need and IT would passively provide the 

valuable information. Mentor accomplished the “solution-generating automation” and 

there was a one-way interaction between humans and IT that IT could actively provide 

suggestions, solutions or the decision options for humans based on the abundant 

historical data or the best practice. Smart Automation was another type of “task 

automation with dynamic and real-time decision” and there was no interaction between 

humans and IT like Automation. The last Autonomer realized “decision automation” 

and there was the two-way interaction between humans and IT that humans created the 

data for IT to learn and the decision made by IT would impact humans and create more 

data for adjustment and new learning. We briefly collated the above content in Table 

15.  

From the past literatures and cases in enterprises, we proposed four IT roles and 

mentioned one possible new IT role in section 2.2 and Table 4. According to the study 

cases of the autonomous car, the decision environment changed all the time with many 

emergencies. To better handle the general driving decision and emergencies, IT required 

the multiple dimension data and the continuous monitoring to acquire the 

comprehensive and real-time data. Then, IT needed the instantaneous judgement ability 

to make a quick decision in such a rapid-changing environment. In addition, IT also 

demanded more advanced resilience ability to address the various emergencies when 

driving. 

No matter the Automation, the Supporter or the Mentor type IT were not possessed 

the above ability and difficult to realize the autonomous driving; therefore, autonomous 

car leveraged the big data and artificial technologies to realize the above requirement. 

We found two new IT roles from the cases of the autonomous car. One was the 

Autonomer, what the new IT role we expected to emerge because of the AI technology, 

and even additionally found another new IT role – Smart Automation due to the big 

data technology. Therefore, we updated Table 4 by removing Artificial Intelligence of 
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the IT roles and adding Smart Automation and Autonomer as the new IT roles in Table 

16. 

 

Table 15. The Interaction and Responsibility of Human and IT Roles 

IT Role Interaction Decision Responsibilities What kind of 

Automation 
Human IT 

Automatio

n 

- Decision-

making 

Execution Task 

Supporter One-way Decision-

making 

Data 

Processing 

Data-Processing 

Mentor One-way Decision-

making 

Solution 

Generating 

Suggestion-

Generating 

Smart 

Automatio

n 

- Decision-

making 

Execution Task 
(dynamic and real-time) 

Autonomer Two-way Data Creation Data Creation, 

Learning 

Decision 
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Table 16. The Characteristics and Impact of the Existing and Emerging IT Roles 

Type Illustration Purpose Impact on business process Decision characteristics 

Automation 

IT can replace labor with 

machines for repetitive tasks 

 Increase productivity 

 Reduces labor 

 Decreases human error 

 Reduces labor 

 Increase productivity 

 Improve quality, accuracy 

and precision 

 Repeated 

 Structured 

 Operational 

 Predictable 

Supporter 

IT is a useful tool that assists 

people to make decisions faster 

and more efficiently 

 Make up for the shortage of 

people 

 Increase efficiency and 

quality 

 Enable storage and analysis 

of more data 

 More people can access and 

share data 

 Semi-structured and 

Unstructured 

 Managerial and 

Strategic 

Mentor 

IT can actively provide the best 

practice or advice for users to 

improve processes and decisions 

 Enhanced by the best-

practice 

 Provide better advice 

 Educate the user to be better 

 Provide the best practice 

 Educate the user to work in a 

better way 

 Structured and 

Semi-structured 

 Operational and 

Managerial 

Enabler 

New or advanced IT makes the 

impossible become possible 

 Implement transformation at 

lower cost 

 Create a new model 

 Transformation enabler 

 Innovation enabler 

 Organization aspect 

 Innovation aspect 

Smart 

Automation 

IT can make instantaneous 

decisions and operate a more 

complicated automation based on 

big data collection and analysis. 

 Deal with known but 

dynamic and massive 

decision problems 

 Analyze big data and quickly 

make decisions 

 Reduces labor 

 Increase productivity 

 Expedite decision-making 

 Process the high-volume and 

high-velocity decision 

 High volume 

 High velocity 

 High variety 

 High veracity 
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Type Illustration Purpose Impact on business process Decision characteristics 

Autonomer 

IT can learn and make decisions 

by itself without human 

intervention. 

 Deal with the unstructured 

and unpredictable decision 

problems 

 Make decisions with 4V 

 Make more comprehensive 

decisions than humans 

 Process the high-volume and 

high-velocity decisions 

 Make unpredictable problems 

become predictable 

 4V 

 Unstructured 

 Unpredictable 

 Uncertain 

 Dynamic 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 

5.1 Summary 

The emergence of information technology dramatically changed people’s way of 

life and business operations. Information technology enables us to live more 

conveniently and work more efficiently. In the meantime, as information technology 

changed from the motivation factor to the hygiene factor, information technology 

became an indispensable part of enterprise. Moreover, in an era of information 

exploration, the decision environment and condition became more rapidly changing and 

unpredictable. With advanced IT, IT could create more application and combination 

such as Internet of Thing and sensors, big data and cloud computing. In the meanwhile, 

new IT roles also continuously emerged. For example, with the progress of big data, 

Internet of Things and artificial intelligence technology, today IT plays a diverse role 

that can help people to make rapid and precise decisions instead of only providing 

automation or support.  

 

This research was aimed at understanding the new roles played by IT in the 

autonomous car, which applied big data and artificial intelligence technology. The 

critical research questions included: (1) how does Information Technology impact 

decision-making in the autonomous car; (2) what roles do Information Technology and 

humans play during the decision-making process. 

The research built a framework to deconstruct the decision-making process and 

adopted the case study method to analyze the autonomous car cases. The research 

results consisted of two parts – the existing IT roles discovered in the literature and the 

emerging IT roles discovered in the case study of the autonomous car. The existing IT 

roles included Automation, Supporter, Mentor and Enabler; additionally, the emerging 

IT roles include Smart Automation and Autonomer. 

 

We studied two autonomous cars – the Google driverless car and the Tesla self-

driving car. The word “autonomous” included two meanings: self-driving and 

driverless. “Self-driving” meant that the autonomous car could drive autonomously but 

there was still a driver; in comparison, “driverless" not only meant automatic driving 

technology but also emphasized that there was no driver. From the case studies, we 

discovered emerging IT roles in addition to the above existing IT roles. 

From the case of the Google driverless car, we discovered an emerging IT role 

called Autonomer. With the philosophy of “driverless”, Google designed a driverless 
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car prototype with no steering wheel, gas pedal and brake pedal. Because of the design, 

there was no driver and the passengers could not intervene in the driving operation 

except in an emergency.  

During the driving process, the computer of the Google driverless car was 

responsible for interacting with the surroundings and undergoing self-growth with 

continuous tracking and adjustment; furthermore, under the driving decision 

circumstances, the computer of the Google driverless car had a strong dominant role to 

take over the entire decision-making process without human intervention. The self-

learning and decision-making ability of Autonomer type IT is the characteristic that is 

most different from other IT roles; additionally, the learning ability was the greatest 

strength for dealing with unknown and unpredictable decisions. 

In the case of the Tesla self-driving car, we discovered another emerging IT role 

called Smart Automation. The Tesla’s self-driving system called Autopilot is being 

developed and currently in the partially automatic stage toward the fully automatic 

stage. Tesla regarded the driver as a critical part of driving, and required the driver to 

monitor the driving conditions when the Autopilot (self-driving) feature was enabled. 

During the driving process, the Autopilot system of the Tesla self-driving car 

played a role that could process more complex decision problems in the dynamic 

environment with the advancement of data collection and analysis ability; furthermore, 

under certain driving decision circumstances, the Autopilot system of the Tesla self-

driving car could assist or temporarily take over the controls to decrease the driving 

burden. 

 

Compared to the past, there were the great differences for the decision problems 

and environment of autonomous driving. To realize the safe autonomous driving, the 

data IT required became more diverse including non-text or non-digit data; besides, the 

decision-making also changed from static decision problems into dynamic and rapid 

decision environment with the explosive data and information that IT required more 

resilience to make decision. For example, for the same two points, the best route to go 

and return might be different, or the suggested route might be suddenly adjusted and 

changed during driving due to the accidents such as jam traffic and car accidents.  

Due to the changes of the data, decision problems and environment, the demand 

for IT capability also changed. From the cases of the autonomous car, we found the 

original roles including Automation, Supporter, Mentor and Enabler was not enough – 

they did not possess the capability mentioned above to make the dynamic and 

instantaneous decision. Therefore, we proposed two new IT roles – Smart Automation 

and Autonomer in this research that these two new IT roles could realize different level 

of autonomous driving and applicable to the dynamic and instantaneous decision-
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making. From the cases of the autonomous car, we found IT could play not only a totally 

independent role but also a complementary role. Most AI played the same IT role as 

Autonomer such as the IT of the Google driverless car; in the meanwhile, many IT 

introduced by enterprises acted as the Supporter, Mentor and Smart Automation to 

assist and complement humans. 

 

The findings should help enterprise managers obtain a clear understanding of the 

differences and characteristics of each IT role as well as the applicable decision 

problems and scenarios especially the emerging IT roles. 

 

5.2 Implication of the Study 

People continuously make decisions every day. If you were a manager in a 

company, you might make many managerial or strategic decisions. To date, information 

technology has impacted and changed the way people make many decisions. The 

emerging information technology might bring new impacts and changes on decision-

making. From the case studies of the autonomous car with big data, Internet of Things, 

artificial intelligence technology, we found that advanced information technology 

brought new impacts and changes to decision-making that were different from the past. 

This research provided a comprehensive understanding of the IT roles for decision 

makers or IT users who needed to realize the characteristics of diverse IT roles to 

efficiently address their decision problems.  

 

This research had several implications. First, the research built a framework based 

on decision theory and the IPOF model to help deconstruct the decision-making process 

with IT involved and clarified the responsibility of the dominant role of each step in the 

decision-making process. With information technology continuously evolving and 

emerging, this framework not only helped the decision makers and IT users to 

understand the characteristics of the existing IT but also provided them a useful tool to 

analyze the future emerging IT impacts on decision-making. 

Second, this research applied the framework and concluded that there were 5 types 

of IT roles which directly impacted the decision-making – Automation, Supporter, 

Mentor, Smart Automation and Autonomer (see Figure 14) from a review of the 

abundant literature and the autonomous car case studies. In the past, most studies 

merely focused on one IT role such as Supporter type IT in enterprises or one 

information technology such as artificial intelligence. However, the emergence of new 

technology did not mean the disappearance of the existing IT roles. According to the 

collation of IT roles, we could understand how the requirement of IT transformed owing 
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to the change of decision problems and environment. This research provided a more 

comprehensive understanding of the differences and characteristics of various IT roles. 

Third, the research clarified 6 diverse IT roles and their impacts on decision-

making from the perspective of the decision makers or IT users (see Table 16). This 

research result and clarification indicated the relationships and differences of IT roles 

and what type of IT roles were applicable to leveraging to assist different decision-

making; moreover, the research result could help enterprises to understand the 

characteristics and the most applicable scenarios/decisions of diverse IT roles in 

decision-making. In this research, we took the autonomous car and driving decisions as 

examples to understand the applicable use of each IT role in decision-making.  

 

Technology always evolves and advances. This research laid the foundation for 

the application of IT roles in diverse fields. Other fields could reference the study of 

the autonomous car, and the research results could be extended to broader applications 

and fields of automation, big data and artificial intelligence technology to determine 

what types of IT could assist decision-making, such as unmanned factories, unmanned 

flying vehicles, Industry 4.0 and Fintech.  

 

5.3 Limitations and Future Research 

Even though we made every effort to design and implement the research 

effectively, it still had limitations. First, the autonomous car was a novel technological 

issue, and many enterprises and manufacturers began to research and develop it only in 

recent years, which meant that abundant official and reliable data was not available. 

Additionally, owing to the difficulty of acquiring the primary internal data from the case 

companies, this research mainly depended on online secondary data. To ensure the 

quality and reliability of the data, the research data was primarily obtained from the 

official websites and the official testing videos and was supplemented by abundant 

technology-related articles and news. 

 

Next, this research, from the perspective of decision problems and IT ability, 

provided a comprehensive understanding of realizing the characteristics of diverse IT 

roles and the applicable decision problems. However, according to our research 

framework, there were mainly two factors, IT and human, affecting decision-making. 

In this research, we focused on the characteristics and ability of the IT roles, and seldom 

described the human factor. Nevertheless, even for the same decision problem, 

subjective factors such as the experiences, preferences and personalities of the decision 

makers might lead to the different decisions (Weinberg, 1986; Drucker, 2001). Drivers 
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with different personalities had different driving habits and decision-making 

preferences, so that different decisions might be generated under the same 

circumstances. For example, when a road traffic signal light turned yellow, some drivers 

would speed up and go through the intersection, and some drivers would stop to wait 

for the next green light. Due to the different decision-making criteria and preferences, 

people might make different decisions for choosing applicable IT; therefore, future 

research could further explore the applicable IT roles in driving decisions with different 

types of drivers/decision makers. 

 

In addition, considering that information technology was continuously progressing 

and advancing, this research selected the autonomous car as the study case, and from 

the cases we discovered two types of IT roles. Nevertheless, different IT applications 

in different industries with different decision makers might create more variation in IT 

roles distinct from the autonomous car. Future research could apply this research 

framework to different industries to discover more IT roles. 
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